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In the 1985 film Lost in America, Albert Brooks's neurotic,

also orchestrate the activities of her company, A-Z Administrative

tile satisfaction behind the wheel of a thirty-foot Winnebago.

Services, and her life.

Crossing the country encased in the cushy domestic bliss of the

I read this investigation-cum-life project in feminist terms

RV and invoking Easy Rider as often as possible, Brooks trav-

and propose that Zittel's work occupies a curious conceptual

erses the West, signified most magnificently by the grandeur of

space somewhere between Robert Smithson's invention of the

Hoover Dam and the folly of Las Vegas. Both locations make crit-

non-site and what I'll call the "collective domestic," an impulse

ical plot appearances. The former is the backdrop against which

forged by Zittel's feminist predecessors in the 1970s. While Zittel

Brooks learns that his newly liberated wife, high on the release

is not the only artist to emerge from the 1990s situated at this

from her nine-to-five life, has gambled away their nest egg in

intersection, she is perhaps the one to push the project the fur-

the latter. Each of these exotic imaginaries constructs the West

thest and the most playfully. The High Desert Test Sites (HOTS,

as a site of release and libidinous fulfillment.

tently generous amalgam of explicitly site-specific artists projects

tn:mship to the mythology of the "camper l l (see fig. 29), as my

(fig. 30), culled democratically (as far as one can tell) and loosely

family quaintly called the large vehicle that enabled our roam-

gathered under the umbrella of a website and Zittel's desire to

ing, which always culminated in the staging of a pseudo-camp-

make a community around her. While the significance of the

ing scenario in various spectacular and far-flung western

Mojave Desert as Zittel's self-proclaimed non-site is worth fur-

locations. Nature performed, and we followed from shore to

ther discussion in a moment, her version of community as a fully

geyser, happily couched in a pared down domestic cocoon that,

transparent, fluid entity-at once standing in for the artist and

for the duration of the vacation, represented everything impor-

yet fully independent-also merits scrutiny. As stated on the

tant and essential for convenient self-sufficiency. I remembered

HDTS website, its geographic location is significant preCisely be-

this fondly when confronted with Andrea Zittel's A-Z Escape

cause it lies at the edge of Los Angeles' urban sprawl as a kind of

Vehicle (1996, pp. 200-205}-hard-boiled, sculptural mini-pods

neutral territory, a margin for experimental error:

their Winnebago-scaled counterparts, the compact Escape
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Vehicle can contain the imaginative clutter of a Joseph Cornell
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munity. For the time being there is still a feeling in the air that if
we join together we can still hold back the salmon stucco housing

Zittel's singular body of work has its biological and spiritual
roots in her upbringing on the West Coast. Indeed the importance of location, the coincidence of memory and place-what

'om

of a particular landscape are somewhat overlooked thematics
in Zittel's work. Drawing her back to the locale of her upbringing in suburban southern California, her own escape fantasy

'he Research Station,

has now culminated in A-Z West, the life/style project through
which she lives, makes artwork, and performs an ongoing
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in this area are from larger cities, but want to live in a place where
they can control and shape the development of their own com-

fab cladding that masks the sculptures and readies them for
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HOTS exist in a series of communities that edge one of the largest
suburban sprawls in the nation. Most of the artists who settle

their potential road trip.

Lucy Lippard has called the lure of the local-and the promise
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2002-present), for example, comprise an unwieldy and insis-

Many of us born on the West Coast have a particular rela-

for transporting all that strikes the fancy of their owners. Like

':ustomized by Gordon
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a kind of collective compound from which she can produce art, but

disaffected Los Angeles adman finds freedom and a kind of infan-

negotiation with issues of site, nomadism, and productivity. In
seeking out a nomadic lifestyle, Zittel claims that she was drawn

ourtesy the artist

to the desert as a landscape in which she could finally be com-
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pletely alone and invisible. 1 This fantasy of hiding in plain sight
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is complicated by her gathering of artists around her, creating

tracts and big box retail centers. Well maybe,2
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Reminiscent of communal live/work situations both constructed and adapted by feminist artists,in the '70s, Zittel's
version of a kind of political and aesthetic safe haven nestled
in the off-world and very conservative population of Joshua
Tree, comprises a central and radical part of her practice. She
has indeed initiated an alternative living system that is both
conceptual project and new century commune for the worldweary cultural producer.
There is a cheerful narcissism to the critical bracketing
that Zittel self-consciously cOllstructs to accommodate her
life-as-work equation. In Diary: Andrea Zittel, which documents
her homesteading in 2001 in the desert of Joshua Tree, she talks
about her use of the self as subject, saying, "Work comes to
represent a personal symptom, a societal symptom and a possible solution to a problem, all at the same time.,,3 This notion
of the personal effecl or residual as something that can be
scrutinized as a societal indicator is fundamentally a feminist
one. Whether in the dance works of Yvonne Rainer, who abstracted quotidian movement in choreography that disrupted
the familiar modernist hierarchies of the body and the narratives it could convey, or in the communal performance works
of Barbara T. Smith, who invited the audience to observe, feed,
and festoon her naked body, the impulse to form a community
around the shared experience of daily ritual is the feminist antecedent to Zittel's effort to make her desert experiment the
ground zero for all manner of collective experimentation. From
the construction of her home/office/studio compound, with its
very basic, essential problems like water, food preparation, and
plumbing, to the making of site-specific projects on her property (see pp. 214-17) Zittel invites the participation of basically
anyone who can contribute constructively, Everyone from the indigenous workers and desert types to the artists who set lip
camp and installations on her property is integrated into an expanded notion of site, collectivity, and home.
Tracing feminism's legacy through the work of the last
decade, it is apparent that one of the most profoundly influential impulses of 1970s feminist practice is that of the social
collective. In part born out of a fundamental questioning of the.
"use value" of art, this art-life discourse was carried on by women
artists who were interested in a re-inscription of their lives as
the subject of art and a reassertion of the devalued into their
production of objects and activities that embodied nothing
so much as the sociallanc\scape. Certainly the collaborative
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hybridized objects for living created by the N5S collective (fig. 33)
-beautiful in their sculptural economy and fully useable as
systems for living-{hristensen's mobile, communal living structures are informed by the Calvinist roots of Denmark's socialist
political history. An interest in collective social practice, fused
with the design history of that country, has yielded an interesting group of artists whose practices are decidedly feminist
in their interrogation of the domestic realm and its collective
possibilities. Poul Gernes, a contemporary of the Danish feminist artists, also created fabulous, Pop-inspired environments
that account for all the senses (fig. 34).
Zittel's '90s version of the Gesamtkunstwerk occupies an
equally and intentionally ambiguous social space. Hers offers
a kind of salvo for a life lived in the face of technology and an
overabundance of style. As Mimi Zeiger has observed:
In Zittel's artwork, Gesamtkunstwerk defies totality in that it is
neither totally an aesthetic endeavor nor a functional one. Both
craft and efficiency combine in her work to reveal highly individualized needs and desires ... ultimately they mirror individual needs of a society dealing with the impact of technology and
information. 4
Not unlike her colleagues Jorge Pardo, Liam Gillick, Lincoln
Tobier, Rirkrit Tiravanija, or Ann Veronica Jansens, Zittel is comfortable with and even cultivates the confusion generated by
a practice in which objects slip from one context to another. 5
The A-Z Personal Uniform clothing line (1991-present, pp. 70-81),
for example, is at some level both utilitarian and luxuriously
hewn even as it borrows liberally from fashion's deconstructive
tropes and sits comfortably alongside the deadpan fabric flourishes of a Martin Margiela. Photographs of the artist sporting
one of her own designs as she comfortably works on her desert
activities of Group Material, Gran Fury, and more recently the

homestead, holds a hose, or strides around the desert scrub tes-

Danish collectives NSS and Superflex, the more hermetic sculp-

tify to the way she teases these boundaries. Her creation of the

tural practices of the late Glen Seator (fig. 31) or the duo

alternative A-Z Raugh (1998, pp. 168-71) line of furniture or

Elmgreen and Dragset (fig. 32), and even collective curatorial

posters-invented, in her words, to "accept and accommodate

efforts such as Utopia Station at the 2003 Venice Biennale are

human imperfection"-is a humorous attempt at countering

unthinkable without the pioneering work of such practitioners as

the trap of idealism and grandiosity in high design.6 Far from

Danish artist Ursula Reuter Christensen or Marta Minujin in

addressing the masses, Zittel configures her social equation

Brazil. These artists constructed social spaces that were both

around herself and her universe of artists, friends, collectors,

functional and used as staging sites for a kind of selective

gallerists, and intellectuals, which comprise her own community.7

group participation ranging from communal living to the rela-

And why not? Jan Avgikos has described this privileging of the

tively aestheticized spontaneity of a happening. Like the
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a corrective to conglomerate, institutional "massification." The

I am thinking here of women such as the Bauhaus-trained

personal as "habitat/' representing a place in the world where

weaver and printmaker Ann; Albers or her contemporary the

one can always go and feel secure. To view her work in terms of
the everyday environment it presupposes as its field of reference is to acknowledge Zittel's defense against the machinery
of mass culture and, at the Slime time, her identification with it. H

Austrian architect Margarete Schutte-Lihotzky, who worked
with Adolf loos and Josef Hoffmann. As the foremost female
designer of social spaces working in Europe before World War II,
Schutte-Lihotzky created the Frankfurt Kitchen, a prefab unit

There is another lineage, arguably a proto-feminist one,

reflecting the influence of the Taylorist doctrine of efficiency,

into which Zittel fits in interesting ways, that of the 1920s German

which was built into 10,000 workingc\ass apartments in 1927

school of architecture and applied arts, the Bauhaus. Indeed

(fig. 35). She was concerned with transforming the environment

the objects that are produced by A-Z Administrative Services

of the working woman so that she could more easily perform for

occupy a space between design, architecture, and sculpture;

her family and herself: all design features of the Kitchen were

though produced by hand, they collectively defy the traditional

carefully worked out to enhance the woman's experience of her

categories of art and manifest a belief in the optimism and trans-

housework.

formation of modernist design solutions. Not only have design-

The notion of achieving liberation by measuring individual

ers, architects, and women of the Bauhaus quietly shaped the

tasks and organizing the workday at best humanized the work-

way we understand and experience domestic space, but their

place in the United States and at worst led to a kind of en-

movements in history as teachers and anonymous practitioners

slavement (finding its most unappealing expression in the

have fundamentally changed how we understand community.

orchestration of social space through the bland aural Pablum
of Muzak). This idea of marking time and tasks is extended
beautifully in Zittel's investigations such as Free Running
Rhythms and Patterns [Berlin] (1999, p. 154) or A-Z Clock (1994,
p. 152) and A-Z Time Trial (85M Turbo Edition) (1999, pp. 141 and
153). Even the A-Z Personal Uniform and A-Z Personal Panel
Uniform (1993-98, pp. 72-73) elevate the unfolding of daily existence within a kind of maintenance typology: each category
of activity, no matter how banal, is indicated and in a way celebrated by a change of panel or a change of dress, signifying a
conscious assignation to the everyday. Attempting to resist
the accepted norms of spatial and temporal organization, Zittel
experiments on herself, scrutinizing her own activities as an
artist in an exercise akin to many of the time-tracking performances and Conceptual projects of the late 1960s, which the feminists in the 1970s then extracted as they returned SUbjectivity
to the center of their project.
What is noteworthy here is that Zittel's project is, of course,
not emancipatory in any way. In fact she harnesses and subverts the slavish desire to live well surrounded by good designwhat she's doing in the desert may look cool, but it is possible
only through hard, manual labor, perseverance, and force of wi".
While she does not want a wider audience or a mass embrace of
her work, and while the work refutes a gendered reading of its
social agenda, it undeniabJy cultivates the marginal as a productive territory from which to work and live. It is noteworthy
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of everyday objects she had found on the street. It now occurs
to me that these concurrent activities observed in that visit in
some way foreshadowed the duality that has come to characterize Zittel's practice: one an almost primitive, agrarian impulse, thoroughly at odds with the Brooklyn neighborhood in
which she worked, and the other a typical New York urban activity, the culling and resuscitation of objects from one's anonymous neighbors, such as the Repair Work (1991, fig. 36 and p. 109).
A kind of happy coexistence of East and West Coast impulses,
both projects constituted the beginning of her investigation into
living systems. Essentially she was making work from nothingwhich, though now a familiar mode of operation, was then very
arresting to confront in the studio situation. Zittel's "collective
domestic" functions as a site of production that extends this
trajectory by exploiting the marginal territory of personal space
as if it were a ready-made.

that HDTS reappropriate the language of site-specific work, re-
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tooling its original definition as work that literally cannot exist
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Stefano Basilico, "Andrea Zittel," Bomb, Spring 2001, pp. 70-76.
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From "Mission Statement, The Experiment," HDTS website, available at

in any other place. The desert site is a kind of non-place dotted with tiny, abandoned homesteads once belonging to people back from the war to begin a new life who were given a
shack and five acres. Joshua Tree is home to some of the oldest trees on the planet, and yet the picturesque desert also
serves as the backdrop for music videos. Pro-life billboards share
the highway with New Age organic restaurants. This hybrid place

http://www.hifJhdeserttestsites.com.
3. Andrea Zittel, Diary: Andrea Zittel, ed. Simona Vendrame, no. 1101 (Milan:
Tema Celeste Editions, 2002), p. 118.
4. Mimi Zeiger, "Complete: Laboratories for Living," in Andrea Zittel, exh. cat.
(Munich: Sammlung Goetz, 2003) p. 114.
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Ibid., p. 75.
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Zit tel, Diary: Andrea ZiUel, p. 85.
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I have written elsewhere on the role of Zittel's dealers as supporters of

is Zittel's non-site, the margin that she revalues as a site of
production.
In the early 1990s, when Zittel's work first appeared in New
York and well before I knew she had roots on the West Coast
(no doubt we were both hiding our southern California prove-

HOTS. Recallin!j the dealer/collaborator role of such luminaries as Virginia DW<ln
and her relationship with artists such as Robert Smithson and Michael Hp.izer
in the 1960s, this enliyhtened partnership serves to invert the usual

nance), cultural theorist bell hooks and others were arguing

artist/dealer relationship, creating a nonhierarchical socialstru(.ture within the

convincingly for the margins as a site of production. This idea

project. Zittel's interest in the remaking of social hierarchies is reflected in the

of a generative liminal space gave permission to a then emerging generation of artists whose work indeed circumscribed the
dominant discourse and the institutional spaces that supported
it. When I first visited Zittel's Williamsburg studio in 1991which was even then more of an office inhabited by projects
than a conventional studio-she was researching the breeding
of chickens and simultaneously was occupied with the repair

idea of the uniform for artists, collec tors, etc.
8.

Jan Avyikos, "One or Two Things 1 Know About Her," in Andrea Zitre/-

Personal Programs, exh. cat. (Hamburg: Deichtorhallen, 1999), p. 16.

